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Three questions addressed

• Are the Nordics in better fiscal shape than others?
• If yes, how did they get there?
• Are there any lessons for others?



In better shape?

• General caveat: Not a homogenous block (Norway and 
Iceland are special stories – good and bad)

• That said, standard indicators of the current situation 
look good



In better shape?

Note: excludes revenues from the oil sector for Norway.
Source: OECD Economic Outlook 84 database.

Underlying budget balance - 2007
Per cent of potential GDP

Gross government debt - 2007
Per cent of GDP
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In better shape?

• What about the future?
– Implicit liabilities may be smaller than elsewhere in Europe

• Pensions
• Health spending

– And pension liabilities may also be less risky
• Retirement reforms have introduced explicit or implicit indexation mechanisms

– Implicit assets associated with private pension saving may be higher 
than elsewhere



In better shape?
Total increase in health and long-term care spending by country, 2005-2050

In percentage points of GDP

Source: OECD.
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In better shape?

• What about the future?
– Implicit liabilities may be smaller than elsewhere in Europe

• Pensions
• Health spending

– And pension liabilities may also be less risky
• Retirement reforms have introduced explicit or implicit indexation mechanisms

– Implicit assets associated with private pension saving may be higher 
than elsewhere



In better shape?

• But some residual uncertainty
– How much of recent strength was really cyclical?

• Lessons from OECD work on output gaps

– Big automatic stabilisers increase budget vulnerability
• And vulnerability to negative supply shocks (e.g. unemployment persistence)

– And historic record is that discretion has augmented stabilisers
– Be humble:  Iceland shows how things can change

• Bottom-line:  probably in better shape



In better shape?

 

* Mainland

Note: excludes the oil sector for Norway.

Cyclical sensitivity of fiscal balances

Source: OECD Estimates.
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In better shape?

Source: OECD.

Automatic stabilisers and contercyclicality of discretionary fiscal policy
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In better shape?

• But some residual uncertainty
– How much of recent strength was really cyclical?

• Lessons from OECD work on output gaps

– Big automatic stabilisers increase budget vulnerability
• Output gap uncertainty
• Negative supply shocks (e.g. unemployment persistence)

– And historic record is that discretion has augmented stabilisers
-> need to do better at the peak of the cycle

• Bottom-line:
– Be humble:  Iceland shows how things can change
– That said, the Nordics are probably in better shape



How did they get there?

• Relatively good fiscal starting point
– Beware of the period: Actual budget improvements from early 

90s to a large extent reflect:
• Cycle
• Disappearance of exceptional circumstances

• Fiscal consolidation was substantial (but perhaps not 
exceptional)



How did they get there?

Note: excludes revenues from the oil sector in Norway.
Source: OECD Economic Outlook 84 database.

Underlying budget balance
Per cent of potential GDP

Actual budget balance
Per cent GDP
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Lessons for others?

• Some of the reasons for the good situation may be 
idiosyncratic and do not provide useful lessons:
– Crisis experience

• OECD work on drivers of consolidation

– Demographic trends
– Legitimacy of public spending?

• Ethnic homogeneity?



Lessons for others?

• Potential lessons
– Fiscal institutions?

• Important causality question
• National and sub-national rules

– OECD research suggests an influence
– But the Nordics do not look homogenously outstanding
– In any case, scoring of rules is hardly an exact science

• Transparency and medium-term budget frameworks
– Structural policies

• Structural policies that increase sustainable employment are good 
for budgets

– Monetary policy accommodation?
• OECD research suggests an influence on consolidation
• But ER regimes differ across Nordics 



Lessons for others?

Denmark Finland Iceland Norway Sweden
Proportion of 
countries with 
rule in OECD

Budget balance rule Yes No No Yes Yes 60%

Expenditure rule Yes Yes Yes No Yes 50%

Debt rule No Yes No No No 40%

Source: OECD Budget Practices and Procedures Survey.

Fiscal rules in Nordic countries



Lessons for others?
Rule attributes and trends in debt
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Lessons for others?

Soucre: OECD Economic Outlook 84 database.     
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Lessons for others?

• Potential lessons
– Fiscal institutions?

• Important causality question
• National and sub-national rules

– OECD research suggests an influence
– But the Nordics do not look homogenously outstanding
– In any case, scoring of rules is hardly an exact science

• Transparency and medium-term budget frameworks
– Structural policies

• Structural policies that increase sustainable employment are good 
for budgets

– Monetary policy accommodation?
• OECD research suggests an influence on consolidation
• But ER regimes differ across Nordics 



Summing up

• Nordics make for “nice” role models
• Performance is genuinely better - the Nordics are not 

“pigs with lipstick”
• But do not get carried away
• The fiscal situation may also be more fragile in a 

downturn – better performance is needed at the peak
• If there is something common Nordic to learn it may be 

in the areas of
– Fiscal transparency and medium-term frameworks
– Structural policies

• But lessons from individual Nordics in many areas
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